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Welcome...

Welcome to or New FMW Distinct Ltd Brochure
Leading Manufacturers and Suppliers of Golf Course Equipment & Workwear
Established in 1993 we now provide our customers with a wealth of industry experience,
with over 27 years in business. The industry has changed considerably over recent years
but the one thing that has remained true to form is that the staff here at FMW Distinct
are as dedicated as ever to supplying professional product at affordable prices and we
pride ourselves on excellent customer service at all times. We believe in treating our
customers the way that we would wish to be treated ourselves.
We strive to develop and expand our existing range of products to fulfil the growing
requirements of the modern Greenkeepers and Groundsmen. A large number of our
products are produced in-house and this allows us a great deal of flexibility in our
approach to our customers’ requirements Our investment in digital print machinery
in recent years allows us to offer enhanced print and signage options for around the
clubhouse and course.
In addition to our complete range of Golf Course Equipment we offer an extensive
workwear collection aimed at those working outdoors and in the harshest of weathers,
we have worked hard to discover the right fabrics and garments that allow freedom of
movement and breathability but still in modern designs. Personalisation is available via
embroidery or print to enhance your professional image. All this can be found in our
separate workwear brochure, please ask for a copy.
Stock products are delivered mainly on a 24 hour service via our appointed courier and
our ecommerce website is available for your convenience at www.fmwdistinct.com
We supply direct to golf clubs throughout the North West via our own mobile
showroom. The rest of the UK & Ireland are covered by our network of distributors
whose teams have access to our full range of products. Please feel free to us on
01282 453335 to discover how to contact your nearest distributor.
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Ball Washers
JUST B4 TEE BALL WASHER & CLUB CLEANER
BW-JB
A revolutionary 2 in 1 design combining a ball washer with
golf club cleaner. Manufactured from quality high impact
polymer. A simple movement gives an excellent ball wash.
Available in green only. Logoing / personalisation available
on this product. Few internal working parts. Available as
separates or complete as a package.

Size: (H) 280mm x (W) 290mm x (D)160mm

Just b 4 tee package deal (ball washer/ball washer post/
ball washer towel/ fixtures & fittings): BW-OFFER
Just B 4 Tee steel round post : BW-JBS
Size : (H) 1200mm x (dia) 50mm
Just b 4 tee replacement brushes: BW-JBRB-01
Just b 4 tee replacement rubber: BW-JBRR-01
Just b 4 tee replacement handle assembly: BW-JBRH-01

Feature

product

BALL WASHER TOWELS
Forest Green: BW-T-01
Black: BW-T-01B
Navy: BW-T-01N
Red: BW-T-01R
White: BW-T-01W
Available in a selection of colours and manufactured
from 100% ringspun cotton, weight 550gsm, complete
with metal attachment clip.
Size: 300mm x 500mm
Embroidered logos are an optional extra on this product
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Sponsor opportunity on this product

STANDARD BALL WASHER
BW-S-01
A polymer constructed standard ball washer complete with golf
ball style plunger and two specially designed brushes.
Logos, golf club names or sponsor details can be added on the
front panel. All parts easily replaceable.
Standard ball washer post: BW-S-02
replacement brushes: BW-B-01
replacement plunger: BW-P-01

CAST ALLOY SPIRAL BALL WASHER
BW-ASBW
Constructed from Cast Alloy this spiral
action ball washer is available in classic dark
green and has a simple to use spiral action
movement for cleaning.
Few working parts and easy to drain base
plug, mounts on a 60mm dia post stand
(available separately)
Alloy Spiral ball washer post:
BW-ASBP
Replacement agitator assembly:
BW-ABWAA

Sponsor opportunity on this product
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Boot

Cleaners

Deluxe Boot Cleaner
BC-D-01
Our best selling boot cleaner, a classic
heavy duty design which can be bolted
to the ground for extra stability or
added security.
Manufactured from quality steel and
powder coated dark green to blend
into its surroundings. Each corner has
a steel boot scraper and the four poly
bristle brushes are easily replaced.

Size 900mm High x 520mm width

Feature

product
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Twin Stem Boot Cleaner
BC-SS-01
Our twin stemmed boot cleaner is manufactured from a quality
steel frame and powder coated classic dark green.
The two stems add extra stability when holding with two hands.
A free standing design suitable for many areas where
Boot cleaning is required.
Replacement brushes are available.
Size: (H) 930mm x (W) 300mm

Single Stem Boot Cleaner
BC-S-01
The Single stem boot cleaner is constructed from a quality steel
frame and powder coated classic dark green.
The single stem version is suitable for lower usage areas, it is
reasonably lightweight to easily move if required.
A free standing design. Replacement brushes are available.
Size: (H) 900mm x (W) 300mm

Replacement Green Bristle boot brushes
BC-D-02
For use with the deluxe, twin stem and single stem boot
cleaners.
Size: 310mm x 75mm
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Litter Baskets&Bins
Large Wire Litter Basket
LB-03
A larger litter basket measuring 17” diameter and 29” high,
it has three spike feet to secure into grass areas or leave free
standing on hard ground it also has the option of a heavy duty
PVC removable liner plus a push/pull lid with a hole in the centre
for litter to be put through, as most of the top of the basket is
covered it avoids the litter blowing out.
Colour: Classic Black
Size 430mm diameter x 740mm high

Push Pull Lid for 430mm dia litter basket
LB-L-02
Lid to fit 430mm (17”) dia litter basket.. Push/pull lid designed
to stop litter bin liners blowing out, complete with a hole in the
centre for ease of litter disposal.

Feature

product

Heavy Duty PVC Basket Liner
LB-LBL-01
Black heavy duty liner to suit the 430mm (17”) x 730mm (29”)
large wire litter basket or the Distinct Hooded Litter Bin.
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Medium Wire Litter Basket
LB-01
Black plastic coated round litter basket. complete
with three spike feet for easy fixture into the grass
or free standing on hard ground. Smart net and
practical in classic black.
This product has the option of a push/pull lid.
Size: 406mm (16”) dia x 585mm (23”) height

Small Wire litter basket c/w spike
LB-02
Black plastic coated round litter basket complete with ground spike
for easy fixture into grass on the course. A neat and tidy alternative
in classic black.
Size: 350mm (14”) dia x 460mm (18”) height

Litter Bin Push/Pull Lid
Lid to fit 406mm dia medium litter basket, wood slat litter
basket or the 430mm larger litter basket.
Please choose relevant code below.
Push/pull lid designed to stop litter bin liners blowing out,
complete with a hole in the centre for ease of litter disposal.
Medium (404mm) or wood slat litter bin lid code: LB-L-01
Large (430mm) litter bin lid: LB-L-02
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Litter Baskets&Bins
RECYCLED LITTER BIN
LB-RPLB-01
All new Recycled Plastic Litter Bin,
manufactured from heavy duty recycled
plastic in classic black. A heavy duty
lid allows the inner mesh basket to be
removed and replaced as necessary.
Ideal for golf courses, schools and parks
amongst other high use areas due to its
weight and stability. As an additional extra
we can add alupanel plates on this litter
bin to show tee information, club logoing,
sponsorship or general information.
Please enquire with your individual
requirements.
Size: 1030mm height x 490mm width and
500mm depth and weighs approximately
25 kilos.

Feature

product

Aluminium Broken Tee Caddy
TM-BTC-A
Neat and smart broken tee caddy. Black as standard
but can be powder coated the colour of your choice
from orders of 10+ units. Removable lid and ground
spike for fixture.
Size: 167mm x 130mm down to 170mm

Plastic Broken Tee Caddy
TM-PBTC
Keep your tees clean and tidy. Economical option for
broken tees. Complete with alloy spike for fixture.
Colour: Green. Size 150mm
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Round Wood Slat Litter Basket
LB-WS-01
Best seller, Our Wood Slat litter bin promotes a distinctive natural
look and blends easily to its surroundings. It is expertly finished
with 27 treated wood slats sited around a 16” diameter litter
basket and a push pull lid is an optional extra’
Size: 450mm dia x 585mm height

Push Pull Lid for 406mm dia litter basket
LB-L-01
Lid to fit 406mm dia litter basket or wood slat Litter
Basket. Push/pull lid designed to stop litter bin liners
blowing out, complete with a hole in the centre for ease
of litter disposal.

Distinct Litter Bin (hooded top)
LB-D-01
Plastic litter bin, rotationally moulded in high impact material,
robust & easy to service. Volume up to approx. 100 litres
Optional extras on this product are Custom decals, ground fixing
kits, plastic or metal liners, alternative colours.
Size: 450mm dia x 950mm height
LB-D-02: Distinct Litter bin liner - Plastic
LB-D-03: Distinct litter bin liner - Metal
LB-D-04: Ground Fixing Kit

recycled broken tee box
TM-RBTB-01
Recycled plastic broken tee box with club
logo or name on attached plate, complete
with mesh base and rubber feet
Size: 250mm x 200mm x 95mm
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Tee Markers
Recycled Log tee Markers
Approx size: 250mm (L) x 80mm (Dia)
Yellow: TM-RL-Y01
Red: TM-RL-R01
White: TM-RL-W01
Blue: TM-RL-B01
Green: TM-RL-G01
Our most popular Tee Markers Constructed from recycled plastic,
water and weatherproof, no painting
or preservatives required, splinter free,
complete with steel base spikes. Black
recycled plastic
This product is ideal for logoing or
corporate personalisation

Recycled Oval Tee Marker
Approx size: 100mm dia
Yellow: TM-RO-Y01
Red: TM-RO-R01
White: TM-RO-W01
Blue: TM-RO-B01
Green: TM-RO-G01

Feature

product

RECYCLED BLOCK TEE MARKERS
Red: TM-RB-01		
White: TM-RB-03

Yellow: TM-RB-02
Blue: TM-RB-04

4” recycled plastic blocks with self coloured
plates which can be numbered or have
personalisation added. Ground spikes for fixture.

RECYCLED ANGLE TEE MARKERS
Red: TM-RA-01		
White: TM-RA-03

Yellow: TM-RA-02
Blue: TM-RA-04

3” recycled plastic blocks with self coloured plates
set at an angle which can be numbered or have
personalisation added. Ground spikes for fixture.
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Tube Tee Markers
Approx size:H 100mm x dia 32mm
Red: TM-TR-01
Yellow: TM-TY-01
White: TM-TW-01
Black capped tubular tee marker, constructed from
PVC tube complete with alloy spike.

DIMPLE 5” Tee Markers
Size: 80mm diameter
Red: TM-05250
Yellow: TM-05253
White: TM-05251
Blue: TM-05252
Black: TM-05255
Green: TM-05259
High impact polymer dimple effect tee markers
with moulded in spike. Available in six colours.

Economy Tee Discs
Size: 108mm diameter
Red: TM-ER-01
White: TM-EW-01
Blue: TM-EB-01
Yellow: TM-EY-01
Self coloured polyurethane tee
disc complete with base spike.
Logo decals available on
economy tee discs – suitable for
temporary measures.
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Holecups,Holecutters

& Accessories

Holecutting Accessories
At FMW Distinct we have a full range of professional
products for everyday use, making the job as
efficient as possible.
Ranging from the twin blade heavy duty holecutter
to our curved blade hole trimming scissors every
effort is made to provide the products required to
get the job done at the right price.

Feature

product

Golf Hole stabilisers

Flat pack of 9 Hole Cup Liners

GT-HCS-01

GT-HCI-02

Plastic White rings that are placed on top of the hole cup
to highlight the hole. To ease wear and tear in the winter
months.

For use with Alloy holecups
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Plastic Hole cups
UK Hole Cup : GT-HC-UK Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm
USA Hole Cup : GT-HC-USA Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm
UK Putting Cup : PPG-PC Size : (H)120mm x (dia)108mm
White PVC UV stabilised hole cups resistant to chemicals
and boxed in 10’s. Available in UK USA or Putting cup size.

FLAT LOGOED CUP LINERS
GT-HCI-03
Personalisation available in this product.
For use with Alloy cups

Alloy Hole cups with White liner
UK Hole Cup: GT-HCA-UK Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm
USA Hole Cup: GT-HCA-USA Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm
Cast Aluminium hole cup in classic silver finish and complete
with replaceable white PVC liner. Available in UK or USA size.
Also available in Green alloy with white liner.
UK Hole Cup: GT-HCA-G-UK
Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm
USA Hole Cup: GT-HCA-G-USA
Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm

Black Plastic Holecups with White Liner
UK Hole cup: GT-HCB-UK Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm
USA Hole cup: GT-HCB-USA Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm
Identical to the standard white plastic hole cup but Black with
a white PVC liner
Available in UK or USA size

Solid Hole Cup Liners
GT-HCI-01
For use with Alloy holecups or black
plastic holecups
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Holecups,Holecutters
Heavy Duty Twin Blade Hole Cutter
GT-HDC
Strong steel construction. Cuts a 4.25” hole to exacting
standards. Attractive silver design. Each pair of blades are
manufactured with extra reinforcement to ensure A hard
wearing and substantial piece of greenkeeping equipment.
Size : (H)720mm x (W)400mm

Extra reinforced replacement holecutter
blades For Heavy Duty Hole cutter
GT-HDB
Our hole cutter blades are manufactured from quality
reinforced steel to ensure hassle free hole cutting.
Size: (dia) 108mm

Single Stem Holecutter
GT-SSHC-01
A lightweight single stem steel construction for holecutting,
sturdy and easy to use.

Single stem replacement holecutter
blades
GT-SSB-01
Pair of standard steel replacement blades for use with
the single stem holecutter

HIO Holecutter
GT-HCHIO
A heavy duty impact style precision holecutter, easy to use and
cuts a perfect hole to exacting standards, use with either clay
or sand single circular blade depending on the type of green.

HIO Replacement Clay Blade
GT-HCHIO-CB
Outside sharpened Clay Blade for use on clay greens

HIO Replacement Sand Blade
GT-HCHIO-SB
Inside sharpened Sand Blade for use on sand greens
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& Accessories

Rubber Mallet

Water Removal Syringe

GT-RM

T-WRS-01

Heavy duty rubber mallet ideal for use with
Heavy Duty Twin Blade Holecutter

Ideal handy unit for removing excess water from golf
holes.

RECYCLED holecutter board
GT-HCB-01
Part of our new recycled range is the heavy duty
recycled plastic hole cutting board. Sturdy and
practical for ease of use in classic black.
Size : (H) 450mm x (W) 400mm

Wooden holecutter board
GT-HCB
Classic design wooden hole cutter board,
manufactured from quality plywood and treated with
wood preservative. Lightweight and easy to carry.
Size (H) 533mm x 533mm

Depth Master Holecutter
GT-ECDM-01
A heavy duty hole cutter but with an built
in adjustable depth stop to help cut the
perfect depth every time.
Cut from depths of 5.5” to 8”
Replacement blades available
GT-D2016-01
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Holecups,Holecutters

& Accessories

Winter Hole Cup
GT-WHC-UK
Steel construction 6” diameter winter holecup, powder coated white
Size : (H) 100mm x (dia) 153mm

Winter Hole Cup Cover (without artificial grass)
GT-WCC-01
A green PVC cover for winter hole cups
Size: 153mm dia

Winter Hole Cup Cover (with artificial grass)
GT-WCC-02
A green PVC cover for winter hole cups complete with artificial grass
Size: 153mm dia

Hole cup lifter & Setter
UK: GT-HCLS-UK
USA: GT-HCLS-USA
T-handle cup lifter and setter of sturdy construction,
complete with tapping plate to protect the hole cup.
Makes setting and removing of hole cups a simple task
Available in UK and USA cup sizes please state when
ordering.
Size : (L) 720mm

Deluxe hole cup lifter & Setter
UK GT-DPS-UK
USA: GT-DPS-USA
Similar to the standard hole cup lifter and setter, manufactured
with quality steel but with the added bonus of a fixed cup
setter attached.
Available in UK & USA sizes please state when ordering.
Size : (L) 720mm
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Hole cup
lifter and
setter

Deluxe
Hole cup
lifter and
setter
(details
below)

2 Gal Divot Bucket
GT-B-01
Ideal for divot mix or general use

Alloy Hole cup cover
GT-HCC
Alloy Hole cup cover complete with artificial grass
Size : (dia) 108mm

Hole Trimming Scissors
GT-TS
Scissors with an ideal curve on the blade for
trimming the golf hole, complete with cranked
handles for ease of access.

PVC Hole Cup Cover (No artificial Grass)
GT-HCCP
Plain Green PVC hole cup cover
Size : (dia) 108mm

PVC Hole Cup Cover (with artificial Grass)
GT-HCCP01
Green PVC cup cover complete with artificial grass
Size : (dia) 108mm

Hole Cup Setter
GT-HCS
Robust cast alloy hole cup setting tool.
Colour: Green. Size : (dia) 108mm

Great White Applicator
GT-TWA-01
Hole painting application tool.
Size : (H) 533mm x (W) 533mm

Great White paint
GT-TWP-01
Great white paint, for golf hole highlighting 250ml
cans for use with Great white applicator.

Greenkeepers Bucket Bag
GT-GKBB-01
Heavy duty black canvas bag complete with 3 gal
bucket ideal for carrying greenkeeping tools.
Bucket easily replaceable. Tools Not Included.
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Divot Boxes,

Divot Stands, Divot Bags

Excel Plastic Divot Box
TM-EDB-01
Dark Green polypropylene divot box
Message plate reads ‘Please Repair Divots’
as standard but can be changed to suit your
requirements, such as Club name or alternative
message.
Logoing is also an option on this product.
Size: 475mm (L) x 383mm (W) x 305 (H)
Colour: Dark Green

Feature

product

Wood Effect Plastic Divot Box
TM-DBP-01
UV stabilised green or brown divot box with
wood effect design, stylish and moulded in
message reads ‘Please use the mixture in this
box to repair your divot mark’
Size: 400mm (L) x 360mm (D) x 320mm (H)
Colour: Dark Green, Brown
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Divot Bag Stand
TM-DBS-01
Powder coated steel framed divot bag stand with header
panel suitable for personalisation, logos and message of
your choice.
Steel hooks hold up to 75 divot bags (sold separately)
Take control of repairing divots, can be placed wherever
most suitable for golfers to access before heading out on the
course. Clean smart design.
Size: 1590mm (H) x 940mm (W)
Colour: Black

Divot Bags
TM-DBAG-01 (Black)
TM-DBAG-02 (Natural)
Drawstring cotton divot bags for carrying divot mix, Printed
‘Divot Bag’ as standard but can be changed to read clubs
name or alternative message – Logoing is also an option on
this product.
Size: 250mm x 300mm
Colour: Black or natural

Practice Ground Divot Box
TM-LDB-01
The perfect solution for practice grounds and higher usage
areas or an ideal fill up point for divot bags, a larger divot box
which is 2cu ft in size. A UV stabilised polyethylene product
with a hinged lid and wide mouth for ease of access, water
tight and durable. Size: 2 cu ft (50ltrs). Colour: Dark Green

Divot Scoop
GT-DS-01
For use with divot boxes to scoop divot mix
Colour & style may vary
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Hazard &

Distance Posts

Recpla Distance Posts
100: PD-REC-100
150: PD-REC-150
200: PD-REC-200
250: PD-REC-250
Excellent quality recycled plastic posts with
radiused top and alupanel plaque with distance of
your choice.
1.3mtr in length plus alloy ground spike for
securing in the ground
Please advise colours and distances on ordering.
Size: 1300mm x 75mm x 75mm

Feature

product

32mm Hazard Posts
White: PH-P32-W
Yellow: PH-P32-Y
Red: PH-P32-R
32mm Socket Hammer PH-PS-H
32mm Post socket PH-PS
32mm diameter PVC self coloured posts available with steel spikes or post sockets c/w
black pvc cap.
Size: (H)920mm x (dia)32mm.
*(add ‘S’ to end of code for spiked posts) for
sockets order separately
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50mm Posts
White: PH-P50-W
Green: PH-P50-G
50mm self coloured PVC posts, popular as
distance posts – please state distance required
on ordering - available with steel spikes or
posts sockets and complete with black PVC
cap.
Size : (H)920mm (dia)50mm
*(add ‘S’ to end of code for
spiked posts)

Post sOCKETS
PH-PS for 32mm posts
PH-P50-S for 50mm posts

Recycled Plastic
Coloured
Distance Posts
White: PH-PR24W
Yellow: PH-PR24Y
Red: PH-PR24R
Blue: PH-PR24B
Excellent quality recycled hazard posts that
don’t need painting or staining, completely
maintenance free and float in the water.
Radiused top and sides gives a high quality
finish. Complete with Steel spike.
Size: 600mm high

Vinyl Covered Posts
32mm White/Blue post: PH-P32-WB
32mm White/Red post: PH-P32-WR
32mm White/Green post: PH-P32-WG
32mm White/Yellow post: PH-P32-WG
50mm White/Blue post: PH-P50-WB
50mm White/Red post: PH-P50-WR
50mm White/Green post: PH-P50-WG
50mm White/Yellow post: PH-P50-WY
White PVC posts with the top 406mm
covered in quality vinyl for a brightly
coloured alternative can also be used as
distance posts - please state distance
required when ordering.

Available in 32mm diameter
or 50mm diameter – please
use relevant code
Size: (H)920mm x 32mm
(or 50mm dia)
*(add ‘S’ to end of code for
spiked posts) for sockets
order separately
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Distance Discs &
RECYCLED 11” FAIRWAY DISCS
Red: PD-RFD-01
Yellow: PD-RFD-02
White:PD-RFD-03
Blue: PD-RFD-04
Set on a recycled plastic disc with an inset
ground spike for fixture easily seen on the
fairway, set on or just below the turf line.

RECYCLED TEE INFORMATION DISCS
PD-RTID-01
Set on a recycled plastic disc, lay flat on the
turf or raise with a recycled plastic stand.
Digitally printed Tee information complete
with club logo and finished with a smart
border and Poly cover, contact us with your
specific requirements.

Feature

product

Measured Point Markers
Red: TM-MP-R01
Yellow: TM-MP-Y01
White: TM-MP-W01
Self coloured polyurethane marker. Set into
the ground using a holecutter. Set at the
point at which the course is to be measured.
Size: (dia) 108mm
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Markers

Artificial Turf Distance Markers
100yds: PD-ATDM-100
150yds: PD-ATDM-150
200yds: PD-ATDM-200
13” diameter needle punch design distance
markers – use for a natural look out on the course.

DOMED 7” Discs
Red: PD-FMD-01R
Yellow: PD-FMD-01Y
White: PD-FMD-01W
Economic PVC fairway marker discs with
ground spike.

3mtr Fairway indicator post
PG-FI-01
Steel powder coated post with vinyl black stripes.
Size: (H)3000mm x (dia)50mm

Stainless Steel sprinkler yardage plates
PD-SYP-01
Purchases only accepted in quantities of 100+
Individually laser cut yardage plates, ideal size and shape
for fixture to fairway sprinkler heads.
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Longest Drive &

Nearest the Pin

Nearest The Pin Sign
NTP-SN-01
A sign to advise an ‘on this hole activity’.
The markers are manufactured from durable
alupanel material in an ogee top design in
classic dark green colours.
These are made as standard with ‘nearest the
pin on this hole’ printed on them but text can
be changed to your specific requirements
Golf club name, logo or sponsorship can also
be added the signs are supplied with an alloy
ground spike for fixture.
Size: 255mm x 200mm

Measuring Pin
NTP-FP-S – Standard flagpin for use with tie flags
NTP-FP-D – Deluxe flagpin for use with Velcro flags
NTP-FP-T- Tubelock flagpin for use with tubelock flags
A 2mtr flagpin with metric measurements printed onto the
pin for ease of measuring ball to hole. Please state type of
pin required on ordering.

Feature

product

Nearest The Pin Marker
NTP-MP-01
A marker to note player nearest the pin measurements,
a smart clean weatherproof design manufactured from
durable alupanel with a ogee shaped top and in classic
dark green colours.
Complete with a wipe clean name board and attached
pencil to avoid blowing away and suitable in all weathers.
Golf club name, logo or sponsorship can also be added the
signs are complete with an alloy ground spike for fixture.
Size: 255mm x 200mm
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Longest Drive Sign
NTP-SL-01
A sign to advise an ‘on this hole activity’. The markers are
manufactured from durable alupanel material in an ogee
top design in classic dark green colours. These are made as
standard with ‘Longest Drive’ printed on them but text can be
changed to your specific requirements.
Golf club name, logo or sponsorship can also be added the
signs are complete with an alloy ground spike for fixture.
Size: 255mm x 200mm

Longest Drive Marker
NTP-ML-01
A marker to note player Longest Drive details, a smart clean
weatherproof design manufactured from durable alupanel with a
ogee shaped top and in classic dark green colours. Complete with
a wipe clean name board and attached pencil to avoid blowing
away and suitable in all weathers.
Golf club name, logo or sponsorship can also be added the signs
are complete with an alloy ground spike for fixture.
Size: 255mm x 200mm

Nearest The Pin Flag
NTP-F-T – Tie flag
NTP-F-V - Velcro Flag
NTP-F-TL - Tubelock Flag
Flag printed with ‘Nearest The Pin On This Hole’ ideal for use with
the ‘measuring flagpin’ can also be printed with club name, logo
or sponsor – enquire for further details.
Please state type of flag required on ordering.

Tape Measure
NTP-TM-01
5mtr tape measure for accurate distance measuring.
Design may vary.
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Flags
Tubelock Flags
Red:
Yellow:
White:
Blue:

F-LN-R01
F-LN-Y01
F-LN-W01
F-LN-B01

500mm x 330mm 2 ply
woven polyester flags with
sewn in PVC tube, quadruple
strong nylon stitching with
extra reinforcement on the
corners
Available Plain or numbered
or ideal for logoing.
Numbered yellow 1-9 :
F-LN-YNS
(alternative colours available
on request)
Numbered Red 10-18 :
F-LN-RNS
(alternative colours available
on request)

Feature

product

TIE FLAGS
Red:
Yellow:
White:
Blue:

F-TN-R01
F-TN-Y01
F-TN-W01
F-TN-B01

440mm x 320mm 2ply woven polyester flags with
60mm sleeve, quadruple strong nylon stitching with
extra reinforcement on the corners.
Available plain or numbered or ideal for logoing.
Numbered yellow 1-9 : F-TN-YNS
(alternative colours available on request)
Numbered Red 10-18 : F-TN-RNS
(alternative colours available on request)
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Velcro Flags
Red:
F-VN-R01
Yellow: F-VN-Y01
White: F-VN-W01
Blue: F-VN-B01
400mm x 320mm 2 ply woven polyester flags with
60mm sleeve, quadruple strong nylon stitching with
extra reinforcement on the corners. Available Plain or
numbered or ideal for logoing.
Numbered yellow 1-9 : F-VN-YNS
(alternative colours available on request)
Numbered Red 10-18 : F-VN-RNS
(alternative colours available on request)

Chequered Flags
TIE CODES			
Red & Black:
F-TNC-RB
Yellow & Black: F-TNC-YB
White & Black: F-TNC-WB
Blue & White: F-TNC-BW

VELCRO CODES
Red & Black:
F-VNC-RB
Yellow & Black: F-VNC-YB
White & Black: F-VNC-WB
Blue & White: F-VNC-BW

TUBELOCK CODES
Red & Black:
F-LNC-RB
Yellow & Black: F-LNC-YB
White & Black: F-LNC-WB
Blue & White: F-LNC-BW

Sewn nylon chequers,
quadruple strong nylon
stitching with extra
reinforcement on the corners

Airflow Flags
TIE CODES			
Red:
F-TA-R			
Yellow: F-TA-Y			
White: F-TA-W		
		
TUBELOCK CODES
Red:
F-TLA-R
Yellow: F-TLA-Y
White: F-TLA-W

VELCRO CODES
Red:
F-VA-R
Yellow: F-VA-Y
White: F-VA-W
Available in tie velcro or
tubelock fixtures. Polyester
fabric covered in air vent holes
which are manufactured into
the fabric allowing air to pass
through. These flags offer an
alternative option and are
particularly popular for windy
courses.
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Embroidered &

Printed Flags

Heat Transfer Printed Flags
Our printed flags are produced by three methods.
The first is Heat Transfer Vinyl which is used for simple
single colour designs or text of which the result is a
clear sharp print. For full colour designs we use a digital
format printer to ensure clear colourful logos or designs.
This method is ideal for more complicated detailed
designs or sponsorship options where more than one
logo is required.
The second is Sublimation Print, these are usually double
sided printed flags where heat brings the ink & fabric
together and the print essentially becomes part of the
fabric. An effective method for windy courses or detailed
logos.
The third is Embroidered Flags, a luxurious option
produced by machine embroidering the logo onto two
pieces of high quality nylon fabric and the two pieces
being securely sewn together to typically produce a
double sided logoed flag, single side logos are also
available. Secure nylon stitching surrounds the flags with
extra stitches strategically placed for extra reinforcement.
Borders are an additional option as are coloured tube
sleeves to match.
Proofs would be supplied for signing off prior to any new
printed or embroidered logos. New designs are subject
to a one off digitalisation fee and designs are stored on
our systems for future use.
Minimum quantity for all logo flags is 20 units
On ordering please state...
Type of flag required: Tie Velcro Tubelock or Putting
Green Flags
Colour of Flag required: Standard colours are Red
Yellow White or Blue, but a wide range of other colours
is available for sublimation or embroidered flags.
Single or double sided.
Please provide a good quality graphic of the required
logo or design

Feature

product

Please note: printed and embroidered flags are made to order so please leave enough time for providing artwork, artwork proof sign off,
manufacture and logoing. We recommend a two week window for heat transfer flags and four weeks for embroidered or sublimation flags
during busy periods. As with all our flags they are manufactured to the highest standards however we do advise that flags of any kind are still
only fabric and cannot absolutely be guaranteed against the elements.
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Special Occasion Flags
We print flags for special occasions such as
Captains Day, Anniversaries, Remembrance
Day or Sponsorships. Please enquire with
your requirements.

Illuminous
Flags

Split Coloured
Flags

TIE CODES
Yellow: F-TN-IY-01
Orange: F-TN-IO-01

TIE CODES
Split coloured plain:
F-TWP-RY01
Split coloured
numbered:
F-TWP-RYNS
(set of 9 numbered 1-18)

VELCRO CODES
Yellow: F-VN-IY-01
Orange: F-VN-IO-01
Available in tie or
velcro only. Illuminous
Yellow or Orange.
Nylon Fabric 440mm
x 320mm with 60mm
sleeve with strong
nylon stitching.

VELCRO CODES
Split coloured plain:
F-VWP-RY01
Split coloured
numbered:
F-VWP-RYNS
(set of 9 numbered 1-18)

TUBELOCK CODES
Split coloured plain:
F-LWP-RY01
Split coloured
numbered:
F-LWP-RYNS
(set of 9 numbered 1-18)
Available in tie, velcro
or tubelock. Woven
polyester flags with
quadruple nylon
stitching and extra
reinforcement at the
corners. Purchase as
plain split colour or with
numbers of your choice.

Clubhouse Flags
A final touch for any golf or sports club and usually
manufactured to 6ft x4ft, supplied toggled and ready to fly.
These can be digitally printed or embroidered with your club
logo or design.
A variety of base colours are available so please advise your
requirements. Available single or double sided
Clubhouse flags are also available in single ply national flag
designs
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Flag Pins

Standard Flagpins

DELUXE Flagpins

Tubelock Flagpins

FP-S

FP-D

FP-T

Popular D-ring attachment
flagpin made from 12.7mm
fibreglass rod for use with tie
flags and available with UK or
USA plastic or metal ferrules.

Deluxe flagpins are
manufactured from 12.7mm
fibreglass rod with thick pin
tapes for lasting durability and
a swivel attachment suitable to
hold velcro or tie flags. These
are available with UK or USA
plastic or metal ferrules.

Tubelock flagpins have the
threaded top cap for secure
fixing of tubelock flags, they
are manufactured from 12.7mm
fibreglass rod complete with
thicker pin tapes and are
available with UK or USA plastic
or metal ferrules.

State colour, size and ferrule
type on ordering.
Available in 2mtr 2.5mtr or 3mtr
Colour options are: Plain White,
White with Black Base only ,
White with Black Stripe, Plain
Yellow, Yellow with Black Base
Only, Yellow with Black Stripe.
Other stripe colours are available
on request.

State colour, size and ferrule
type on ordering.
Available in 2mtr 2.5mtr or 3mtr
Colour options are: Plain White,
White with Black Base only ,
White with Black Stripe, Plain
Yellow, Yellow with Black Base
Only, Yellow with Black Stripe.
Other stripe colours are available
on request.

State colour, size and ferrule
type on ordering.
Available in 2mtr 2.5mtr or 3mtr
Colour options are: Plain White,
White with Black Base only ,
White with Black Stripe, Plain
Yellow, Yellow with Black Base
Only, Yellow with Black Stripe.
Other stripe colours are available
on request.
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Javelin Style Flagpins

Economy PVC Flagpins

LINKS pins

FP-J

FP-E

FP-LP

Javelin flagpins are tapered at
each end leaving them larger
in the centre for added weight,
2.2mtrs in length and complete
with threaded tops and metal
ferrules, for use with tubelock
flags.

Winter flagpins are made from
1830mm x 22mm PVC tube for
an economical alternative, only
available plain white or black
& white these economy pins
do not require a ferrule and fit
directly into UK size cups only.

Links Pins are thicker than
the average flagpin at 15mm
diameter rather than the
standard 12.7mm, ideal for windy
courses as they offer a weightier
option.

State colour and ferrule type on
ordering.
Available in 2.2mtr only
Colour options are: White with
Black Base only , White with
Black Stripe, Yellow with Black
Base only, Yellow with Black
Stripe.

Only available in white
fibreglass, complete with USA
metal ferrules only, available
in plain white, black base only,
three black stripes or five black
stripes.
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Flagpin Accessories
Placement Flags
FP-PF-R01 Red
FP-PF-Y01 Yellow
FP-PF-W01 White
FP-PF-B01 Blue

150mm x 200mm
placement flags available
in red, yellow, white or blue
embroidered with ‘please
repair pitch marks’

Feature

product

ferrules
FP-A-05

UK Plastic ferrule

UK Metal Ferrule

FP-A-03
Lock type plastic ferrule to suit
any type flagpin and fits UK
holecups.

FP-A-04
Lock Type metal ferrule to suit
any type flagpin and fits UK
holecups.

USA Plastic ferrule

USA Metal Ferrule

FP-A-12
Lock Type plastic ferrule to suit
any type flagpin and fits USA
holecups.

FP-A-05
Lock type metal Ferrule to suit
any type flagpin and fits USA
holecups.
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FP-A-03

FP-A-12

FP-A-04

Deluxe swivel attachment
(2 parts)
FP-A-06 Swivel collar
FP-A-07 Screw grommet
Plastic replacement parts for swivel
attachment for deluxe flagpins.

Flagpin Top Cap

D-Ring Tie Clips

FP-A-01

FP-A-02

Black PVC top cap to fit standard and deluxe
flagpins.

Steel tie clips for standard flagpins.

Tubelock threaded top cap

Rubber grommet (bag of 20)

FP-A-09

FP-A-14

Plastic Replacement tubelock flagpin top caps.

Rubber ring type grommet alternative for
placement flags (bags of 20).
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Specialist Turfcare

Tools

6ft Drag Brush
TCT-DB-01

The 6ft drag brush comprises of a heavy duty steel
frame enclosing stiff nylon bristle brush heads. The
frame helps it adjust to any angle and is an ideal tool
for removing dew and worm casts, grass grooming,
ground clearance and top dressing.

Feature

product

Flip Over Levelawn

EARTHWAY F80D Spreader

TCT: FOLL-01

T-EWF80D

Steel constructed double use flip over
levelawn. A handy general purpose tool - it has
a sharp side for aggressive preparation and
a flat side for levelling. Supplied with a easily
replaceable wooden handle.

This model has the commercial diamond chassis and comes
fitted with the standard output tray.

Size 28”

45kg Load bearing capacity

36kg Hopper capacity
EV-N-SPRED FLEX SELECT Dual port pro tray

33cm diameter stud-type tyres on rust proof rims
Single-Tube “Diamond Design”
Commercial Epoxy powder
coated chassis with
2-position height
adjustable handle
Tee handle gauge &
lever rate control
with adjustable solid
linkage
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6ft x 4ft Steel Drag Mat
TCT-DM-01
Stainless steel drag mat with flexible mesh for use
when over seeding, applying top dressing or ideal
for surface renovation of hard surfaces.
A heavy duty option that can be rolled up for easy
lifting and storage, is supplied with chain, handle
and draw bar.

1.5mtr x 1mtr Rubber Drag Mat
TCT-RDM-01
Rubber drag mat ideal for levelling out and
removing debris from most artificial and
natural surfaces. A lightweight option and an
alternative to the steel mat.
Supplied with chain and handle.

Hexagon Turf
Renovator

Square Turf
Renovator

TCT-HTR-01

TCT-STR-01

Hexagon shaped turf
renovator cuts 7” (180mm)
pieces of hexagonal turf x
3-4” (80-100mm) deep.
Simply use body weight
to apply pressure to cut
sections – these can then
be stored in the central
area of the tool for easy
transportation. A quick and
effective turf repair tool.

Cuts 9” (230mm) square
pieces of turf inclining to the
root base ensuring minimal
root loss and an exact cut.
Results in a quick and neat fit
into exchanged areas.
Quick recovery and true
surface level is maintained.
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Specialist Turfcare
Stimpmeter
TCT-SM-01
A device used to measure the speed of a green
by applying a known force to a golf ball and
measuring the distance travelled in feet to
determine the speed of the green.
A precision measuring tool.

Rotary Seed Slotter
TCT-RSS-01
A handy tool to help with the aeration and over
seeding, designed to penetrate the surface area
to a minimum depth. For use on all fine turf
areas.

Turf Aerator Fork
TCT-TAF-01
For compacted soils and lawns, removes cores for
longer lasting aeration particularly on clay soils.
Beneficial at any time for reviving dry patches or
hard areas. Helps reduce moss in damp areas by
improving drainage.
Simple and cost effective for areas up to 10m2
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Tools

(1”):
TCT-1SS-01

(1.5”):
TCT-15SS-01

Soil Sampler 1”

Soil Sampler 1.5”

1” soil sampler for
general use, complete
with heat hardened tip.
Soil sample can be
viewed in hollowed area.

1.5” soil sampler for
general use, complete
with heat hardened tip.
Soil sample can be
viewed in hollowed area.

Soil Thermometer

Rainfall Measure

TCT-ST-01

TCT-RFM-01

A soil probe for inserting
into the substance being
measured and reading the
temperature.

Sprinkler Head
Trimmer
Handle:
TCT-SHTH-01
For removing grass away
from sprinkler heads, handle
fits to sprinkler head cutter
and when rotated with
downward pressure grass is
removed.
Sprinkler trimmer:
TCT-STH-85
Sprinkler trimmer size 85mm
(3.35”) is supplied as a
complete unit inc handle.

A conical shaped
measure calibrated in
millilitres for measuring
rainfall.

Trimmer HEADS
TCT-STH
Selection of different
sized cutter heads
are available.
Sizes:
130mm (5.1”)
175mm (6.9”)
205mm (8”)
235mm (9.2”)
265mm (10.4”)
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Specialist Tools
Blue Dew Broom
T-BDB-01
A new shorter stiffer dew broom at just
2mtrs wide, supplied complete with
wooden handle.
An excellent partner to the traditional
dew broom, perfect for the removal
of dew, excellent on worm casts and
the added bonus of smoothing in top
dressing.

Feature

product

Plastic Head Ball Scoop

Alloy Head Ball Scoop

T-PHBS
The scoop head is polypropylene which is a durable
and economic option, the alloy handle is 2600mm
in length and is complete with rubber hand grips.
Heads can be easily replaced.

T-AHBS
A heavier duty ball scoop option with a cast
aluminium head, the alloy handle is 2600 in length
and supplied with rubber hand grips.
Heads can be easily replaced.
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Dew Broom
T-DB-01
3mtr long nylon bristle broom for removing dew
off greens. A traditional effective tool, supplied
in two parts which are bolted together on the
holding bracket, supplied complete with wooden
handle.

Folding Dew Broom
T-FDB-01
Designed for fast removal of dew from greens,
the 3mtrs wide nylon bristle broom is in two
halves fixed together via a strong aluminium
holding bracket. The folding concept is Ideal for
transportation around the course, and the PVC
handle allows quick and easy movement for
setting up and storing.

Switch Stick
T-SS-01
Replacement Switch Tips: T-ST-01
Our switch stick has a stainless steel ferrule so
as not to split and wear quickly. Manufactured
from aluminium tube to ensure a hard wearing
weatherproof product and is supplied complete
with 8mm diameter tips which are available to
purchase separately.
Length: 2500mm
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Specialist Tools
McDivot Fairway Divot
Repair Anchors
T-MCD-1000 (1000 units)
T-MCD-5000 (5000 units)
McDivots are the perfect solution for repairing
divots made by golfers, they are fast acting
and help the divot re-root to the fairway.
Divot repair is essential. The McDivot anchors
prevent the divot being moved by birds wind
and mowers and allows quick repair.
The anchors biodegrade shortly after the divot
has re-rooted. Size = 2” (5cms) choose from
1000 or 5000 units per box.

Greenstake Biodegradable
Stakes
T-BGS-4 (4” stakes) 500 units
T-BGS-6 (6” stakes) 500 units
Greenstakes are tough and can be driven
into the hardest of grounds and breaks down
naturally without harming the environment
as it is made from renewable materials and
is 100% biodegradable. These are ideal for
greenkeepers for use on new turf or sods,
seed germination or frost blankets, for use with
weed control fabrics or netting and meshes.
Available in 4” or 6” with 500 units per box.

Hard Blade
Squeegee

Turfing
Iron

26” :T-FBS-26
30” : T-FBS-30

T-TI-01
A tool that allows easy lifting
of turf for maintenance
purposes - use when carrying
out turf replacement as helps
to avoid causing damage to
the surrounding areas.
An essential tool for precise
turf repairs.

A flat heavy duty
squeegee, a traditional
method of removing
standing water from
greens and tees.
Available in two sizes.
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MULTI SHIFTER
T-MST-01
The Multi Shifter is an innovative all year round tool designed to
help make light work of everyday outdoor clearance. Ideal for
moving snow, slush, leaves, ground waste, moving flood water
and many more.
Suitable for domestic or commercial use. The Multi Shifter is a
veritable tool-for-all-seasons which is ideal for the homeowner as
well as commercial, agricultural and industrial organisations.
Lightweight and robust, with a wooden handle, the Multi-Shifter
is a well balanced tool which can be used comfortably and
effectively without bending or stooping.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clears drives, paths, patios, gardens and car parks.
Easy to use - simply drop the blade and push.
No digging or bending - no pressure on your back.
Effortless on leaves and cuttings.
Moves snow fast and breaks solid ice.
High-grade polypropylene blade.
Wooden 5ft handle.
Dimensions: blade (WxDxH) 500 x 40 x 200mm.

Roller Squeegee
24” : T-SBRS-01
36” : T-SBRS-02
A heavy duty roller squeegee with a firm
non absorbent roller complete with angled
aluminium handle for correct positioning.
An ideal tool for pushing standing water from
greens or tees.

Alloy Snow Shovel
T-CSS
The stainless steel leading edge improves the
effectiveness of the front edge and prolongs
the life of the snow shovel” This leaves safer
surfaces, requiring less salt and reducing time
and money in making safer walkways.
Also an ideal tool for collecting cores.
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Eco

Recycled Signage

ECO Recycled Tee Information Sign
TM-RTIS-01
Our Eco-Friendly Tee Information signs are
manufactured individually here in house using recycled
plastic profile which is ideal for outdoor use due to its
impressive durability of being water and weatherproof
so will not rust or corrode.
The signs measure as standard 140cms high x 75cms
wide and are available with or without the sponsor
boards.
The signage panels are alupanel with digitally printed
vinyl which is then sealed for extra durability with an
outdoor protective coating.
The signage panels can be easily replaced at a later date
while the recycled plastic frames will stand for years to
come.
We can offer flexible design options to help find a look
to suit and a choice of colours and fonts are available.
Logos or borders can be added at your preference.
Post sockets and map images are optional extras.

18

CONISHEAD

We now also offer alternative designs such as Flat Top
and Peaked Top alongside our original Curved Top
template.

Feature

product

ECO Recycled Information Sign
As with all our eco signage these are
manufactured in house so the information signs
are based on your requirements, just advise
us of your choice of colours, logos, and the
information you wish to display. Thes signs can
be concreted in to place however sockets are
available as an additional extra.
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ECO Recycled Tee Information Posts
TM-RTIP-60 (60cm posts)
TM-RTIP-80 (80cm posts)
TM-RTIP-100 (100cm posts)
12cm depth x 16cm width, these are a classic natural design which can
have logos, club name, tee info, borders and sponsor boards added.
The posts are available in black as per the image or brown or grey.
Available in three height options - 60cm / 80cm / 100cm
Available with a ground socket as an optional extra.
Sponsor plates are also available to fit underneath the tee information
plates. All club or sponsor logos are required preferably in EPS format.
All designs are flexible and will be manufactured to your specification
- logos, borders, designs and fonts can all be as required.
Also Ideal as directional posts.

ECO Recycled Entrance Sign
with Slide Signs
SS-ERES-01
Made to order and as per your requirements – this particular
design is based on measurements of 1500mm high x 750mm
wide with two reversible slide signs, that slot in and out for
easy exchange of messages.
As with all our bespoke signage you decide your colour
scheme, design and graphics required. An ideal sign for the
entrance to inform golfers of up to date information.

ECO RECYCLED Course Information Sign
SS-RCIS-ECO
Manufactured in house to your specification, can include club
information, reversible slide signs, lockable poster boxes all
with your club name, logo, colours and design on the header
board.
All signage is easily replaceable should you have alterations
at a later date while the frame will last for years to come.
Support posts also available.
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Oak Effect

Signage

Oak Effect Tee information Sign
OE-TIS-01
A modern look for your tee information, displayed
crisp and clear. Smooth lines and wood effect style
offer an effective smart way to display your tee
information.
Standard size is approximately 140cms x 75cms
although as a bespoke product this can be altered as
required. Sockets included as standard.
No hidden extras. Available with or without lower
sponsor/signage board.

Oak Effect Tee information Sign
WITH SPONSOR BOARD
OE-TIS-02

Wood effect colours are: Golden Oak, Rosewood,
Black and Anthracite Grey.

Feature

product

WOOD EFFECT & PLAIN COLOUR SIGNAGE
An innovative new signage system in stunning modern colours and wood effect options, perfect for
golf courses & Sports Clubs with its smart effective look, sustainability and excellent durability.
This system offers a bespoke signage package, with options of varying widths, heights and designs. Digitally printed
panels offer the option to add your corporate colours, logos, designs and sponsor opportunities. Allowing you to
clearly and effectively notify members and visitors of relevant information. Contact us to discuss your requirements.
Made in Britain: This range is designed, modelled, tooled, manufactured and stocked in the UK.
Eco-Friendly: Made from lead-free, energy efficient, recyclable uPVC, making it a sustainable choice.
Quality Assured: The factory where this material is manufactured is accredited with ISO 9001 quality standards.
Fully Tested: fully tested in the manufacturers factory and independently for robustness, durability, weather and
for quality.
Guaranteed: The signage frame is covered by the 5 year guarantee against warping, splitting or cracking.
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OAK EFFECT COURSE
INFORMATION Sign
OE-CIS-01
Available in modern wood effect design, a
contemporary course information board made to order
in bespoke design therefore sizes are as required.
Display a welcome message with interchangeable
course rules for the day.

OAK EFFECT TEE INFORMATION POST
OE-TIP-01
Display your tee information on these classic looking
super smart posts.
Shown here in classic Golden Oak design, complete with
steel core and ground sockets as standard.
Available with our without sponsor plates.

OAK EFFECT TEE INFORMATION POST
WITH SPONSOR PLATE
OE-TIP-02

OAK EFFECT DIRECTIONAL Sign
OE-DS
These aesthetically pleasing signs really do look the
part – ideal for a variety of messages from directional
to informative, the choice is yours, a welcome addition
to the oak effect range.
Sizes can vary as required.
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Bunker, Members &

Specialist Rakes

Black Poly Bow Head Bunker Rake
T-P19-01
A black headed durable and flexible bunker rake
with 20 poly teeth and a distinctive bow shaped
head.
A lightweight effective tool
550mm wide supplied with 152cm wooden
handle as standard.

Feature

product

STANDARD GOLF BUNKER RAKES

THE CHIEF

TOUR PRO

TOUR LITE

T-SGCHIEF

T-SGTPRO

T-SCTL

Designed by a golf course
superintendent to be used with
the “Aussie Style” of bunker
maintenance.

The stronger, lighter material
has tines to help move deep
sanded bunker sand into place.
Flip over and the ridges smooth
the playing surface without
leaving the sand compacted
and flat. Less expensive and a
wider coverage than many of its
competitors.

When weight is the issue, the Tour
Lite rake is the lightest you’ll find.

This tine-less or “toothless” rake
has two sides, a smooth side
to help pack down the vertical
sides of a bunker, and a side with
ridges to rough up the bottom of
the bunker without leaving large
grooves in the sand.
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Wooden Hay Rake
T-WHR-01
A traditional wooden hay rake made from ash and silver birch. This
is the classic design for raking and turning hay, they are also useful
for a range of general tasks such as clearing up fallen leaves and
raking gravel and on the golf course raking bunkers.
The rake head is 78cm wide with 16 x 8cm tines (teeth) spaced
4.7cm apart. The overall length with handle is 182cm (6ft). Weight
1.4kg
The rakes are made with an ash handle and head plus a steam bent
bow for strength. The pegs are made from silver birch.

Economy Members Rake
White: T-EMR-01W
For quantities of 50+ T-EMR-50W

Green: T-EMR-01G
For quantities of 50+ T-EMR-50G

One of our best selling rakes, an
economic option for use by members
as they are a lightweight and easy to
use rake with a durable poly head.
The rakes have 14 poly teeth and a
curved flat smoother on the reverse.
Supplied complete with pvc handle.
Available in White or Dark Green and
with a discounted price if bought in
quantities of 50+.

Economy Members rake With Wooden Handle

Mini Wooden Bunker Rake

White: T-EMWH-01W
Green: T-EMWH-01G

T-WBR-01

Our popular economy members rake with an alternative
wooden handle for added strength. Durable poly 14T head and
122cm wooden handle. Heads available in White or Dark Green.

A mini version of the popular larger
wooden hay rake with just 10 teeth this
hand made rake is a perfect bunker
companion giving crisp clean lines.
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Bunker, Members &
Steel Rake Stand
T-RS-01
A perfect accompaniment for the bunker
keeping rake handles off the sand and up high
and dry.

PVC Rake Stand.
T-RS-02
Manufactured to fit 1” rake handles this PVC ‘A’
shaped rake stand is supplied with small screw
which holds the rake handles in place and
keeps them off the ground.

Debris Removal Rake
T-DRR-01
The debris rakes is designed to remove
anything over 12mm out of a sand bunker.
Use in dry weather for best results, supplied
complete with a 152cm wooden handle.
Rake head measures 406mm x 108mm.
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Specialist Rakes

Poly Hay Rake

24P Poly Rake

T-PRH-01
short tooth option:
T-PRH-02

T-24P-01

A popular choice for
greenkeepers to rake the
bunkers or leaves from the
course. A yellow poly head
with 16 teeth and sturdy
frame attached to wooden
152cm handle. Rake head
measures 66cms.

A larger poly rake with
head of 1 metre wide
and 24 poly teeth. A rake
suitable for a variety of
uses with a wide head
range. Supplied complete
with a 152cm wooden
handle.

18E METAL RAKE

18K Metal Rake

T-18E-01

T-18K-01

An all purpose steel
rake with its wide
head and sturdy
steel teeth the 18E
is the landscapers
choice for grading
land in preparation
for seeding. The back
edge of this rakes aids
grading and levelling.
71cms width rake head.

A steel headed rake
with 18 steel teeth
55cms wide and
the teeth are set
4cms apart. A multi
purpose self cleaning
rake supplied with a
wooden handle as
standard.

Landscaper
rake

Light Alloy
Rake

T-LAND-01

T-LAR-01

A popular choice for
landscaping this cast
aluminium head has
18 alloy teeth and is
68cm wide. Ideal for
levelling sand and
gravel and the brace
brackets add extra
strength. Supplied with
a wooden handle as
standard.

The lightweight
aluminium construction
of this rake makes it
easy to handle and
the teeth are cut to
a perfect 40mm to
ensure sand is left with
an even consistency.
Unlike cast alloy the
teeth do not snap if
accidentally knocked.
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Practice Nets,
Driving Mats &

Artificial Turf

Golf Practice Nets
GPN-01
Single Bay complete 3mx3mx3m

GPN–02
Double Bay complete 3mx6mx3m

GPN-03
Triple Bay complete 3mx9mx3m

Our golf practice nets are
available in single, double or
triple bay options. Constructed
from 42mm galvanised steel
tube frames and supplied
complete with all fixtures,
fittings and golf nets. Nets are
formed from 22mm impact
netting, and additional baffle
nets are recommended which
are available in standard 22mm
or dense archery options. Baffle
nets are an additional protective
layer hung against the back
panel of the outer golf net and
are designed to absorb the high
impact of repeated golf ball
strikes. Replacement outer nets
are also available individually.

Code: GPN-RB-01
Standard baffle net

Feature

product

Distinct Tee Turf 30
GPN-DTT-30
Designed using the latest highest density
nylon PA/PP mixed yarns, this grass has been
specifically designed for tee areas, practice
hitting zones and short game areas. This
tee turf will take any size of tee peg which is
securely held in place by inserting directly into
the tee turf although it has been manufactured
with a view to providing a realistic hitting
surface when striking the ball without using any
tee pegs. Minimal maintenance is required –
simply brush or blow away any twigs or grass
that settles on the surface when needed.
Available in two widths 2mtr or 4mtr.
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Code: GPN-ARB-01
Archery baffle net

Polypropylene Driving Mat
Code: 1.5m x 1.5m
Code: 2.0m x 1.0m
Code: 1.5m x 1.0m
Code: 1.83m x 1.22m
Code: 2.0m x 1.5m

Code: GPN-DM-T
Rubber Crossed Tees
For inserting into poly
driving mats as required.

GPN-VG001P
GPN-VG002P
GPN-VG003P
GPN-VG005P
GPN-VG007P

A polypropylene backed driving mat known for its playing
characteristics and quality. This mat has a 15mm polypropylene playing
surface with a unique 10mm polyethylene foam backing. This soft
foam contributes to its natural playing characteristics and is forgiving
if the golfer drives straight off the mat. An intermediate stiff felt layer is
provided to prevent any indentations, strengthen the mat and extend
its proven long life. Rubber tees are supplied as standard. Please specify
which you require and the relevant holes will be pre-fused.
Course: 6 x Crossed Rubber Tees. Range : 4 x Tubular Tees.

Rubber Backed Driving Mat
Code: 1.5m x 1.5m
Code: 2.0m x 1.0m
Code: 1.5m x 1.0m
Code: 1.83m x 1.22m
Code: 2.0m x 1.5m

GPN-VG001R
GPN-VG002R
GPN-VG003R
GPN-VG005R
GPN-VG007R

A rubber backed driving mat for golf courses who prefer a heavier mat
with a solid construction. This mat has a 15mm polypropylene playing
surface same as the Polypropylene mat, but is bonded directly to the
firmer 10mm rubber crumb backing. The complete mat is twice as
heavy the poly option but sits securely in temporary positions.
Choice of Rubber Tees or Slots (we recommend tees). Please specify
which you require and the relevant holes or slots will be pre–fused.
Course :6 x Crossed Rubber Tees. Range: 4 x Tubular Tees.

Tee Frame

Fairway Mats

GPN-VG025

GPN-FM-01

The Tee Frame consists of a polypropylene artificial turf mat
enclosed in a metal frame with adjustable legs. The Tee Frame
is portable, durable and ideal for permanent, temporary and
winter usage. Size: 1.85m x 1.25m Weight: 85kgs.

For winter use to protect the fairways.
For individual use.
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Putting Green
Fabric Putting Green Flags
Red
Yellow
Blue
White

PPG-FFR
PPG-FFY
PPG-FFB
PPG-FFW

Woven Polyester putting green flags
complete with fibreglass rod stem.
Choose from brass effect or PVC
backsaver base. Size = (H) 750mm.
Please state on ordering if numbers are
to be added and if a white or yellow
stem is required.

*Personalisation
or logoing is
available on this
product, please
enquire for
details.

Feature

Available
in red,
yellow,
white
and blue.

product
Economy Putting
Green Flags
(PVC backsaver base)

PPG-FER-B

Economy Putting
Green Flags
(No backsaver base)

PPG-FER
A traditional design, plastic
coated steel, please state
on ordering if numbers are
required, only available in
red. Size: (H) 540mm
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Putting Cups
PPG-PC
White PVC UV
stabilised hole
cups resistant to
chemicals and boxed
in 10’s.
Size : (H) 120mm x
(dia) 108mm

Shield Putting Green Flags
White PPG-S-W
Alloy shaped putting green shields with lifting loops – White
as standard but can be powder coated the colour of your
choice. Choose from brass effect or PVC back saver base
Size: (H) 750mm. Please state on ordering if numbers are to
be added and if a white or yellow stem is required.
*Personalisation or logoing is available on this product, please
enquire for details.

Chequered Fabric
Putting Green Flags

Putting Green
Arrows

Red & White:
PPG-FFC-RW
Yellow & Black: PPG-FFC-YB
Black & White: PPG-FFC-BW

PPG-A

Nylon putting green flags with sewn
chequers, excellent quality flags in
eye catching design, complete with
fibreglass rod stems.
Choose from brass effect or PVC
backsaver bases.
Size = (H) 750mm. Please state on
ordering if a white or yellow stem is
required.
Flag Size : (W) 200mm x (H)1 50mm

White plastic
coated steel arrows,
complete with base
spikes, please state
if numbers are
required on ordering.
These items are
priced individually.
Size: (L) 152mm x
(W) 64mm
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Barrier Hoops,
Rope Stakes &

Posts

Barrier Hoop Sign
CBH-01S
Barrier hoop with printed sleeve
CBH-03
Replacement printed sleeve only

8mm plastic coated white barrier hoops
with a printed sleeve making a useful
portable sign – add your own message
logo or information as required.
Sit alongside standard barrier hoops to
create a neat and tidy sectioned off area.
Can be printed single or double sided.
Size: 970mm (W) x 535mm (H)

Feature

product

Barrier Hoops
8mm white plastic
coated barrier hoops
make a smart, neat and
economical option for
temporary fencing.
Choose from oblong or
angled design.
The oblong design can
also be paired with the
printed sleeves to create
a neat portable signage
option.
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CBH-01

CBH-02

(Oblong barrier hoops
970mm x 535mm)

(Angled barrier hoops
600mm x 500mm)

Fencing Pins
PC-FP-01
Economical steel
fencing pins are
ideal for roping off
temporary work
areas.
Simply loop rope
around the hooped
end for a quick,
easy and economic
option.
Size: 1370mm x
11mm dia.

Black Recycled
Plastic Control
Stakes
PC-BRCS-01
Ideal for crowd control
or fencing off designated
areas. Classic, clean and fully
reusable in black recycled
plastic wood effect. Rope
speed slots allow easy
fixture of rope. Excellent
quality, UV stabilised and
maintenance free. 24”
(610mm) in height and steel
ground spikes for fixture.

Slotted 50mm Fence Posts
White PC-P50-W
Green PC-P50-G
50mm diameter posts 920mm high
complete with slot for securing
plastic chain. Simply remove and
replace black PVC cap to hold chain
in place. Available with steel ground
spike or PVC socket – advise which
is preferred on ordering. Ideal option
for fencing off designated areas or
lining pathways.

DIRECTIONAL
MARKERS
PC-PA12250-25
8” markers that are
easy to place and
remove.
These multipurpose
markers are helpful
to guide golfers
around the course.
Sold in quantities of
25 and complete with
a bucket for easy
transportation and
storage.

GREEN
RECYCLED
CONTROL
STAKES
PC-PA12210
Available in 12,
18 or 24” perfect
for economic &
effective crowd
control, complete
speed slot and
zinc coated steel
spike.
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Rope & Chain
Rope
CR6 (6mm)
CR8 (8mm)
CR10 (10mm)
Polypropylene rope in reels of
220mtrs and available in 6mm 8mm
or 10mm.
Various colours available including
blue, white, green, yellow, red and
orange. Please state colour and
diameter required on ordering.

Feature

product
Plastic Chain
CC6 (6mm)
CC8 (8mm)
CC10 (10mm)
Plastic chain in bags of
24mtrs – supplied in 2mtr
lengths with links and
hooks to make up the
exact length required.
Available in 6mm 8mm or
10mm.
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Metal
Chain
CC-GSC-04
Galvanised
steel chain –
supplied in
10mtr bags
and standard
size links are
4mm x 32mm.
Other sizes
available on
request.

Control Hoop Driving Range Banner
Barrier hoop with printed sleeve CBH-01S
(add distance required 100, 150, 200, 250)

Replacement printed sleeve only CBH-03
(add distance required 100, 150, 200, 250)

8mm plastic coated white barrier hoops with a printed sleeve making
an ideal driving range banner sign, printed with number of choice.
Printed Single sided.
Size: 970mm (W) x 535mm (H)

Metal Frame Driving Range Banner
GPN-DR-03
Driving range banner complete with alloy frame and numbered as
required. Numbers are on heavy duty 3mm PVC sheet and are slotted
into the frame.
Size 110mm (W) x 1050mm (H)

150

Brass Bell
MISC-01
7.5” brass warning bell, supplied on its own complete with
lanyard but can be added to a post for ease of use please
enquire if post is required, several options are available.
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Signs
BESPOKE SIGNS
We offer a range of signs to enhance your club’s image. Designed to offer clear and well presented information.
Welcome or entrance signs are an example of these.
We can produce all your signage throughout the course and club to follow a specific theme by adding borders,
colour schemes or logos.
Please feel free to call to discuss your requirements.

STOP
STOP

THE SHIPLEYTHE
GOLF
SHIPLEY
CLUBGOLF CLUB

THE SHIPLEY
GOLF CLUB

STOPSTOP

PROCEED
PROCEED
WITH CAUTION
WITH CAUTION
THE SHIPLEY
GOLF CLUB

THE SHIPLEY
GOLF CLUB

Green keeping staﬀ have priority on the golf course
at ALL TIMES.

PROCEED
PROCEED
WITHWITH
CAUTION
CAUTION

Their safety is paramount as golf balls can cause
serious injury.

THE SHIPLEY
GOLF CLUB

Please do NOT play if green staﬀ are in range-they
will either ﬁnish and move oﬀ or indicate you can play.
Any disregard for their safety will be viewed seriously
by the Board of Directors and addressed accordingly.
www.fmwdistinct.com

When playing the 7th hole
please be aware of players
on the 6th tee.

Please do not take buggies and
trolleys between bunkers and
greens or onto closely mown
areas around the greens.
www.fmwdistinct.com

www.fmwdistinct.com

CHILDWALL GOLF CLUB
COURSE STATUS
CHILDWALL
GOLF
Stage
3. CLUB
COURSE
STATUS
Course Open. Carry Only

Stage 3.

Course Open. Carry Only

Stage 1.
Course Open.
Stage
Stage1.2.
Course
Open.
No
or Powered Trolleys.
CourseBuggies
Open.
Lightweight Pull Trolleys with Winter Wheels allowed.
Stage
Stage2.3.
Course Open. Carry Only

Course Open. No Buggies or Powered Trolleys.
Lightweight Pull Trolleys with Winter Wheels allowed.

NO SHOTS TO THE
GREEN FROM OUTSIDE
THE WHITE LINE

Stage
Stage3.4.

CourseCourse
Open. Carry
Only
Closed.

Stage 4.
Course Closed.

NEXT TEE
www.fmwdistinct.com

PLEASE KEEP
BUGGIES AND
TROLLEYS TO
THE PATHWAY

WELCOME TO

CHORLEY GOLF CLUB

PRIVATE PROPERTY
PLEASE DO NOT CROSS
THIS BOUNDARY TO
RETRIEVE GOLF BALLS

www.fmwdistinct.com

COURSE OPEN
WINTER RULES APPLY
PREFERRED LIES
PLEASE REPAIR PITCH MARKS
NO TROLLEYS ALLOWED
CAUTION! SPRAYING IN PROGRESS

GROUND
LEVEL
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KINDLY SPONSORED BY

FMW DISTINCT LTD
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PLEASE RE
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CAUTION! SP

K

FMW D
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AY

Standard Signs

DANGER!

Standard Sizes available are:
SS-64
SS-96
SS-128
SS -1212
SS-1812
SS-2412

(6” x 4”)
(9” x 6”)
(12” x 8”)
(12” x 12”)
(12” x 18”)
(24” x 12”)

Standard Signs are available in a
range of sizes, colours and font
styles.

TROLLEYS
DANGER!
THIS WAY

Borders and logos can be added on
request

DEEP WATER

They are manufactured from durable
Alupanel which is a strong, colourfast
material.

DANGER!

Simply state your required message,

colour and size and if
you require
TROLLEYS
BUGGIES
NEXT
TEE
ground stake or drill
holes for fixture.
THIS WAY
THIS WAY

DEEP WATER

DEEP WATER

TROLLEYS
DANGER!
THIS WAY

DEEP WATER

BUGGIES
THIS WAY

PLEASE

REPAIR
PITCH MARKS

BUGGIES
PLEASE
NEXT
TEE NEXT
TEE
THIS WAY

REPAIR
PITCH MARKS

PLEASE
NEXT
TEE
REPAIR
PITCH MARKS

BUGGIES
PLEASE
NEXT
TEE NEXT
TEE
CAR PARK Signs
THIS WAY

REPAIR
PITCH MARKS

SS-CPS-01

Car Park signs are simply made to
your required size with the required
information. You can add borders,
logos or designs as required.

EE NEXT TEE

They can be wall or post mounted,
post options are available at an
additional charge.
Constructed from strong durable
weatherproof alupanel with digital
print and sealed for extra durability.

CHAIRMAN

CAPTAIN

CHAIR
PRESIDENT

www.fmwdistinct.com

TREASURER

LADY CAPTAIN

www.fmwdistinct.com

LADIES CAPTAIN

www.fmwdistinct.com

CHAIRMAN

PRESIDENT

MEN’S CAPTAIN

www.fmwdistinct.com

CAPTAIN

LADY CAPTAIN

SECRETARY

www.fmwdistinct.com
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Bulldog

Tools

Digging Spades
T-BD5600012810 T handle
T-BD5600012820 D handle
This traditional style spade is solid
forged from one piece to give
strength and durability. Available
with wood “T” & “D” 28” handle

Feature

product

Digging Forks
This traditional style fork
is solid forged from one
piece to give strength and
durability in the garden.
Available with wood “T” &
“D” 28” handle

T-BD5704042810
T handle
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T-BD5704042820
D handle

Springbok Lawn Rake

Plastic Leaf Rake

T-BD9128N
Used for scarifying lawns and removing
unwanted growth, the 28 tines are oil treated
to give extra strength.
Handle 48”

T-BDBPR
An entry level leaf rake for general garden duties.
Strong plastic tines are cranked at the end for
better collection of materials.
Head 21” x 24” Handle 48”

Long Handled Edging Shears

Edging Knife

T-BDB613W
For their size these shears are very light
to use. Their handle length makes them
comfortable to use. The blades are adjustable.
32” handle with rubber grip.

T-BD1382NT T handle
T-BD1382N D handle
Solid unique forged head edging knife.
Head width 8” Handle 28”

Compound Bypass Loppers

Extendable Loppers

T-BD1113Y2
Lightweight with soft grip handles, compound
action allows greater pressure when cutting.
38mm cutting capacity.

T-BD3110TA
Ratchet action, fixed point lock system, extendable soft grip handles.
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Distinct Tools
Tool Rack Kit

Digging Spades

T-RK-01

RC-TSSSAT
T handle
RC-TSSAMY
D handle

This racking kit is an ideal way to keep your tools
neat and tidy and off the floor, each kit consists of
1 x 1.5mtr wall bracket and seven hanging brackets,
all brackets are fully adjustable so are easy to
move to suit your own shapes and sizes of tools.

Heavy duty spade
designed to cope with
arduous digging tasks.
Integrated treads provide
better grip, increased
comfort and protection
to the user’s feet.
PRODUCT HANDLE:
28”/711MM ASH MYD
PRODUCT WEIGHT:
2.3KG
PRODUCT SIZE: BLADE:
7.5” WIDE X 11.5” LONG

Digging Forks
Solid forged from one
piece of steel. Designed for
breaking up uncultivated
ground, hardcore and digging
trenches for pipe laying.
PRODUCT HANDLE:
28”/711MM ASH MYD
PRODUCT WEIGHT: 2.3KG
PRODUCT SIZE: BLADE:
8” WIDE X 12” LONG

RC-HFSSAT T handle

RC-HFSAMY D handle

Smaller version of the more popular
No.2 Square Mouth. Available in T- D
handle. Used for shovelling out or
concrete mixing, working tarmac
and cement, backfilling trenches
and manouvering ballast.
PRODUCT HANDLE: 28” / 711MM
ASH T OR D
PRODUCT WEIGHT: 2.2KG
PRODUCT SIZE: BLADE: 8” WIDE
RC-30SSAT T handle
X 10.1/2” LONG

RC-2SSAMY D handle

SQUARE MOUTH SHOVEL
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ALUMINIUM Shovels

TAPER MOUTH SHOVEL

These shovels are used for a wide variety of
lightweight general purpose work, from shovelling
sand, gravel and earth.
No 6. RC-06ALAT
No 6: PRODUCT HANDLE: 28” / 711MM ASH T.
PRODUCT WEIGHT: 1.6KG. PRODUCT SIZE: BLADE:
12” WIDE X 14.1/2” LONG
No 8. RC-08ALPY
No 8: PRODUCT HANDLE: 28”/ 711MM
ASH T. PRODUCT WEIGHT: 1.8KG. PRODUCT SIZE:
BLADE: 13” WIDE X 15.1/2” LONG

RC-HFSSAT
T handle

RC-HFSAMY
D handle

RC-2TSSAT
T handle

RC-2TSAMY
D handle

Springbok Rake

Plastic LAWN Rake

RC-26LRGP
Used for a variety of grass applications including
scarifying, clearing leaves and grass cuttings.
22 Tines
PRODUCT HANDLE: 54” HARDWOOD HANDLE
PRODUCT SIZE: 18” WIDE

RC-26LRGP
Designed for use on large lawns for clearing leaves,
grass and lightweight debris. Made from high grade,
virgin material that is very durable and tough.
PRODUCT HANDLE: 54”/ 1220MM HARDWOOD
PRODUCT WEIGHT: 1KG
PRODUCT SIZE: 24” / 610MM WIDE
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Distinct Tools
Long Handled
Edging Shears
RC-EDGSHE
Pressed and Teflon®
Coated from high quality
heat treated steel with
tubular aluminium handles.
Ideal for cutting and
trimming lawn edges and
borders without bending
PRODUCT HANDLE:
36”/910MM ALUMINIUM
PRODUCT WEIGHT: 1.2KG

DUTCH HOE
RC-DUHOGP
For weeding and hoeing
between plants, shrubs,
and seedlings. The slightly
angled blade and long
handles maximise reach
which reduce potential user
strain injuries.
PRODUCT HANDLE: 54” /
1370MM ASH HANDLE
PRODUCT WEIGHT: 1.3KG
PRODUCT SIZE: BLADE: 5”
/ 127MM

TURFING IRON

Edging Knife

RC-TURIRO

RC-EXTRAT

Designed to facilitate the
lifting and paring of turf.
Ergonomically shaped to
reduce fatigue and user
strain.

Solid forged professional
quality edging knife.
Fitted with a 30’’ Ash
handle with an extended
hilt for double handed
use.
PRODUCT HANDLE:
36” / 914MM EXTENDED
ASH T. PRODUCT
WEIGHT: 2KG.
PRODUCT SIZE:
BLADE: 8” / 203MM

Pull drainage
tool

TELESCOPIC BYPASS
LOPPERS

RC-PULSCO-01

RC-TSBLOP
Pressed and Teflon® Coated
from high quality heat treated
steel with tubular aluminium
handles. Powerful loppers
with extending shafts to offer
greater leverage and reach.
Bypass action loppers are
generally used for living wood.

Designed for clearing
drainage ditches and
channels with a pull
action. Head: 4” x 16”
Handle: 72”

PUSH drainage
tool
RC-PUSSO
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PRODUCT HANDLE:
ALUMINIUM
PRODUCT WEIGHT: 1.7KG
PRODUCT SIZE: BLADE: 27”
EXT TO: 38.5”

Bypass SECATURES

FOLDING Pruning Saw

RC-BYSEC
Pressed and Teflon® Coated from high quality heat
treated steel. Used for shaping shrubs, regulating
plant growth and trimming stems. Bypass action
loppers are generally used for living wood.

RC-PRUSAW
Versatile saw for pruning branches, trees, fencing
and all timbers. The pistol grip improves control and
allows a safe transfer of force through the blade.

PRODUCT HANDLE: ALUMINIUM
PRODUCT WEIGHT: 0.3KG
PRODUCT SIZE: BLADE: 8” / 203MM

Two Wheel
Line Marker
Standard T-N1604-01
Adjustable T-N1605-01
Low maintenance two
wheel line marking machine
available in standard 50mm
marking or an adjustable
option ranges 50mm-80mm
design.

PRODUCT HANDLE: POLYPROPYLENE
PRODUCT WEIGHT: 0.3KG
PRODUCT SIZE: BLADE 8” / 203MM

Line Marking Paint
White LM-PW-01
Yellow LM-PY-01
Red
LM-PR-01
High colour pigment, fast
drying line marking paint
available in white, red and
yellow. 750ml cans.
Dry in 30 mins and fully
cured in 24 hours.
Suitable for grass,
concrete, gravel and
asphalt.

Strimmer Line

Mole Traps

Round T-SLR-02
(2.4mm) T-SLR-03 (3mm)
Square T-SLS-02
(2.4mm) T-SLS-03 (3mm)
Nylsaw
3mm only T-SLN-01
Selection of strimmer lines are available round,
square or nylsaw in 2.4mm or 3mm.

Scissor T-SMT-01
Barrel T-BMT-01
Mole traps are available in scissor or barrel
designs, quick and easy to set, handle with
extreme care.
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Irrigation Equipment
Galaxy Hose
Galaxy Hose is manufactured using specially
formulated materials and an exclusive braiding and
knitting high tensile reinforcement process give it
superior pressure, kink resistance and flexibility.
6 Layered Professional Quality Hose
Excellent UV, Abrasion and Crush Resistance
Smooth Inner Layer Minimizes Pressure and Flow
Losses
Up To 45 Bar Burst Pressure
12 Bar Working Pressure
2 Reinforcement Layers – Knitted & Braided
Tricoflex hose also available – please enquire
Sizes:
T-IRR-GH0.5:
T-IRR=GH0.75:
T-IRR-GH1.0:

1/2” available in 25 or 50 mtrs
3/4” available in 50 or 100 mtrs
1” available in 50mtrs

Feature

product

Fan Shot Nozzle
T-IRR-FS
The Fan Shot is a slotted fan spray nozzle designed for various
flows both with and without regulators.
The Fan Shot is available in 3/4” and 1” models.
All of the colour coded nozzles can be purchased on regulated
or non-regulated bodies, individually or in a combo kit.
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Irrigation Boxes
Valve boxes are used where underground
pipework has a valve which needs to be
secure but accessible at all times.
Various sizes available please enquire.

Sprinklers

Cool shot Nozzle

Range of sprinklers available
please enquire.

T-IRR-CS
CoolShot Plus nozzle makes soaking
or heavy watering easier, thanks to
its on/off flow control regulator. All
metal construction

Hot Shot Nozzle
T-IRR-HS
This versatile, heavy duty Hot Shot sprays hot spots, jet cleans
equipment and soaks even the most delicate plant material. The Hot
Shot is is available in 1” threaded inlet.

GEKA fittings
Female Geka
connector
T-IRR-GFC
Sizes: 1/2” 3/4”
or 1” available

Male Geka
coupling
T-IRR-GMC
Sizes: 1/2” 3/4” 1”
or 1.5”

Geka Coupling
Hosetail
T-IRR-GCH
Size: : 1/2” 3/4”
or 1” available

Geka Seal
T-IRR-GS
Fits any size of
geka fitting
Packs of 20

Geka End Cap
T-IRR-GEC
For blanking
off any Geka
coupling

Geka Y Connector
T-IRR-GY
Coupling for
splitting water
flow to two areas.
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Footgolf
FOOTGOLF
Many golf courses are converting space they already have to allow for footgolf courses, an opportunity to attract
additional visitors to the course including families, groups of friends and corporate events generating an additional
interest and income for clubs with a modern twist for todays ever changing market.

FOOTGOLF PACKAGE DEAL
FG-9PD
Our Footgolf package deal
consists of:
9 x Tubelock 2mtr black & white
flagpins
9 x Tubelock flags
9 x Footgolf aluminium holecups
9 x Golf holecups for centre of
footgolf cups

Feature

product

Footgolf Hole Cups
FG-FGHC
Our Footgolf cups are manufactured from aluminium
to the industry standard of 21” diameter x 12” deep,
tapering down to the central base hole designed to
help with drainage and for easy fixture of golf holecup
which is to be set into the ground ready to hold the
flagpin in place. A strong lip runs around the rim of
the cups to hold the cup firmly in place level with
the grass. Footgolf cups are to be used with a size 5
football which gives the same ball to cup ratio as golf
ball to golf holecup.
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Footgolf Hole Cup Cover
FG-FGHCC
Footgolf cup covers are constructed from recycled
plastic and designed to fit the FMW Distinct footgolf
cup 21” diameter.
Dark green in colour.
Also ideal to use as a footgolf hole cutting template.

Flagpins

Golf Hole Cups

Black and White:
FP-TBW-20
Black and Yellow:
FP-TBY-20

Code : GT-HC-UK
Size : (H)150mm x
(dia) 108mm

Black and white stripe
2mtr constructed
from 12.7mm diameter
fibreglass rod, UK PVC
ferrule as standard, this
can be changed to USA
if required or a metal
alternative. Tubelock
fixture to be used with
tubelock flags.

White PVC UV
stabilised hole cups
resistant to chemicals,
set inside the base of
the footgolf cups to
hold your flagpin in
place.

Footgolf Flags
FG-FGF
Our footgolf flags are offered with our FMW Distinct Footgolf
Logo or can be printed with your own design for an extra
charge, flags are tubelock - designed to fit over the top of the
tubelock flagpin and fastened securely into place.
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Amenity Products
Blue Spray Granules
T-AM-BSG
Blue granules are a highly concentrated
and cost effective method of eliminating
overlapping and missed areas of spray
solutions. They can also help identify
blocked nozzles.
Blue granules can be used to reduce the
amount of light into lakes and other water
sources. They are environmentally safe so
can be used in areas of aquatic and around
other wildlife.
Directions for use:
As a spray dye on greens tees and fairways
– use 15-25g in 100ltrs of water
As a spray dye for longer taller grasses –
Use up to 40g in 100ltrs of water
As a lake colourant with average lake depth
less than 1mtr use 10g in 100m3 of water.
As a lake colourant with average lake depth
of 1mtr or more use 100m3 of water

Feature

product

Spray pattern Indicator
T-AM-SPI
Spray Pattern Indicator is a temporary blue or
green dye that allows viewing of which areas
have been sprayed. It reduces the risk of
overlapping and highlights areas that may have
been missed. Helps identify blocked nozzles
and is available in 1ltr containers.
Use at a rate of 200ml-500ml per 200 litres of
spray.
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Mega Pellet
T-AM-MP1
Mega Pellet is a large single wetting pellet for adding
to stored irrigation water, providing economical but
powerful wetting activity.
Recommended application rate: 1 pellet/2,500L
irrigation water.

Mini Pellet
T-AM-MP2
Mini Pellets are an improved wetter formulation for
use in a hand applicator, each pellet treats 4-6 greens
each pellet is 240gms – sold in packs of 6.

Liquid Iron
T-AM-LI
This formulation of 4% chelated iron is a liquid for
enhanced sustained green, can be used all year round
even in colder periods. It will help to strengthen the
plant against frost and disease. The readily available
iron is taken via the root and leaf of the plant giving
rapid results without the danger of scorching or
blackening.
Pack size: 10ltrs
Application Rate: 10-30ltrs per hectare
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Terms &

conditions of sale

FMW Distinct Ltd TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Prices
Are as quoted by FMW Distinct ltd or
your local distributor, goods are invoiced
on date of despatch. FMW Distinct
Ltd reserves the right to amend prices
without prior notice.
Settlement
Is strictly 30 days from date of invoice for
those on account. Interest will be charged
at 2% above the current bank rate. Credit
notes are only issued for goods returned
in the condition they were despatched in
unless proven to be faulty, and are valid
for the period of 6 months from date of
issue. For non-account holder’s card or
bank transfer payments are accepted with
order.
Value added tax
All prices quoted including carriage are
exclusive of VAT.
Cancellations
Products must be returned within 30 days
from receipt and will only be accepted
at the discretion of FMW Distinct Ltd
and are subject to a 20% handling / restocking fee. Products must be returned
in the condition they were despatched in.
No product will be accepted for refund
following the 30-day period.
Carriage
Will be charged on all deliveries at the
current rate at time of order. FMW Distinct
reserves the right to alter carriage charges
without prior notice. All deliveries should
be checked for damage on receipt, if not,
should be signed ‘unexamined’ if a clear
signature is obtained for ‘goods received
in good condition’ no claim could be
considered.
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Non-delivery / damaged goods
Non delivery of goods should be notified
in writing within five days of receipt of
invoice otherwise no responsibility would
be considered. Damaged goods should
be notified within 3 days of receipt and
again the delivery should have been
signed ‘unexamined’ for any claim to be
considered. Goods claimed to be faulty
or damaged must be returned within
the 30-day period from date of invoice.
Claims notified after this period will NOT
be considered.
Title of Goods
Remains with FMW Distinct Ltd until
payment is received in full. FMW Distinct
Ltd reserve the right to repossess any
products unpaid for within the terms and
conditions of sale and any costs incurred
by the seller in repossessing goods shall
be borne by the buyer.
Continuous improvement
is the policy of FMW Distinct Ltd and we
reserve the right to alter, colours, sizes,
specifications, weights, measurements
and materials without prior notice in the
interest of improvement and without
incurring any obligations. Therefore
should a precise specification be required
please request before purchase.

WORKWEAR

Please ask for a copy of our new workwear brochure, we offer a full
comprehensive range of workwear and footwear for those working outdoors
in all weathers. Design and logoing applications available to create your
corporate team image. Contact us now to discuss your requirements on
01282 453335 or sales@fmwdistinct.com

RECYCLED
LITTER
BIN

Recycled
tee Markers

Recpla
Distance
Posts

Recycled
Tee
Information
Posts

Recycled
Information
Sign

RECYCLED PRODUCT
Recycled plastic products offer a classic natural look from material that offers a far
longer life span than a timber alternative, it does not rot or degrade with age and does
not require any painting or treatment prior to use. It is tough and durable and a perfect
option for outdoor product and can simply be washed down to refresh and reuse.
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T: 01282 453335
E: sales@fmwdistinct.com W: www.fmwdistinct.com
Follow us on Twitter @FMW_Distinct

